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[Intro:]
Nice skirt, back at it, Calvin Harris, do it

[Verse 1: Laws]
Lemme design your fashion
Change gears till your eyes is matching
Go hard till I'm your passion
These others chicks thinking that they minds is gassed
up
Yeah, I rhyme up with whatever
Swing by the crib, we can fuck or whatever
We can crush but you gotta get some colors on
Heart body, get your colors on

[Verse 2: Calvin Harris]
Now I don't care what you dress like or what you wear
But please make sure baby, you've got some colors in
there
Now it's all very well stepping out in black and white
But you're no girlfriend of mine if you're doing that
right
Now I don't care what you dress like or what you wear
But please make sure baby, you've got some colors in
there
Now it's all very well stepping out in black and white
But you're no girlfriend of mine if you're doing that
right

[Verse 3: Laws]
Lemme take you to my home, to my zone
To my bed, to the end and beginning of a friendship
You got me like what's your name? What's your size?
Are you mine? Are you some kind of black magic
temptress?
I hope so 'cause my life's kind of ordinary
I need a woman, I've broken all sort of cherries
I need a tigress, I need a night prowler
I need a "Wanna try this? ", alright holler
I need a chick when I call, then she might follow
I got dope, if they raid, she might swallow
Don't be fronting mama, gonna bring some colors here
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If your love is real, I might even scoop your mother
Yeah, I'm a underground buzz around, thunder sound
Cut you down, why you always sound like uh-uh-uh?
When you going down, going to town
Just deep breaths, start slowing it down, we got time
ma

[Outro: Laws & Calvin Harris]
Get some colors on, we can crush but you gotta get
some colors on
You heart body, go and get your colors on
Get some colors on, body paint, this is more than a
cover song
I wrote this so you'll never want another song
Get some colors on, we can crush but you gotta get
some colors on
You heart body, go and get your colors on
Get some colors on, body paint, this is more than a
cover song
I wrote my verse so you'll never want another song
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